
”As cybercriminals 

are now targeting non

-conventional elec-

tronic appliances 

such as battery 

chargers, mobile 

phones, smart meters 

and digital photo 

frames, companies 

need to pay even 

more attention to 

their security practic-

es.” 

  

Kevin Kwang, 

ZDNet 

Floodgate Security Framework  
Security Framework for Embedded Devices   

Overview 

Floodgate Security Framework (FSF) provides 

engineers developing embedded devices a 

comprehensive security solution allowing 

them to build secure, authenticated, trusted 

devices.  

IT security practices require endpoints to be 

authenticated, trusted, secured and man-

aged before they are allowed to operate on 

the corporate network.  IT/OT convergence 

and the emergence of security standards in 

various industries requires embedded devic-

es provide the same security capabilities as 

IT devices.    

The Floodgate Security Framework provides: 

 Management system integration for IT/OT 

convergence. 

 Security capabilities to ensure the device 

is protected from attack.  

 Building blocks for compliance with secu-

rity standards including EDSA, ISA/IEC 

62443 and NIST Cybersecurity guide-

lines.   

Cyber Threats for Embedded Devices  

Internet-based attacks are on the rise and an 

increasing number of these attacks are target-

ing embedded devices. Cyber-criminals, hack-

ing bots, industrial or international espionage 

agents and even terrorist groups are now tar-

geting industrial, military, automotive and medi-

cal devices as well as utility systems.  

Reported attacks against industrial devices 

include: 

 Automotive manufacturing plant shutdown 

resulting from a cyber-attack.  

 Pipeline monitoring system that failed due 

to a DoS attack. 

 Train system delays caused by hackers. 

 Sewage spill caused by a control system 

hacked by an insider. 

 Proliferation of malware targeting industrial 

automation systems including Stuxnet, 

Flame, Havex and BlackEnergy. 
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ISA/IEC 62443 Compliance Overview 

ISA99 is an international standards organization defining 

the ISA/IEC 62443 cybersecurity standards for Industrial 

Automation and Control Systems (IACS).  The goal of this 

standard is to define procedures for implementing 

electronically secure manufacturing and control systems.  

ISA/IEC 62443 compliance building blocks  

ISA/IEC 62443 focuses on several critical security 

functions for IACS sytems, and provides detailed 

requirements for each of these functions.  The areas of 

focus are: 

 Identification and Authentication Control 

 User Control 

 System Integrity 

 Data Confidentiality 

 Restricted Data Control 

 Timely Reponse to Events 

 Resource Avaibility 

Floodgate Security Framework provides key building blocks 

to help embedded devices achieve compliance with these 

requriements.  

RTOS support 

Traditional security solutions don’t meet the needs of IoT 

and embedded device developers.  Floodgate Security 

Framework is specifically designed for embedded devices 

requiring compliance with the ISA/IEC62443.  Floodgate 

Security Framework can support any embedded OS and 

has been ported to a wide range of RTOSes including 

VxWorks, Nucleus, INTEGRITY, embedded Linux, µC/OS-III 

and RTXC.   

ISA/IEC 62443 Compliance Support 

Floodgate Security Framework provides important building 

blocks for achieving ISA/IEC 62443 compliance for embedded 

devices.  FSF provides support for the following mandated ca-

pabilities: 

 Protection from unauthorized code execution 

 Notification of security violations  

 Protection against unauthorized data and code changes 

 Create, enforce and monitoring of communication zones   

 Deny by default support 

 DoS protection, protocol attack protection 

 Audit support 

 Security policy configuration support 
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